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Future Loops is proud to present "Essential Bass House Tools" a 

freshly squeezed collection of samples and loops that blends new 

school House flavors with forward thinking Bass Music! 

Drawing inspiration from UK Bass , Deep House, Funky House and 

Garage "Essential Bass House Tools" brings you a refreshing take 

on EDM music while keeping true to the classic House origins : 

melodious , bouncy , groovy and deep! 

With a staggering 1800+ samples "Essential Bass House Tools" 

delivers pounding basslines, swinging drums, lush synth and 

underground progressions - all perfectly shaped and designed to 

allow you to instantly mix hit tunes and bass-driven dancefloor

anthems ! 

A Must-Have Pack For Producers Looking For House Loops 

With A Deep & Underground Tone

With over 2.4GB of top grade content "Essential Bass House 

Tools" will definitely satisfy the cravings of even the most demanding 

of house producers , featuring : 

Full Drum Loops 

Swing out , mix-cutting drum loops to get the rhythm going in your 

productions ! 

Kick Loops 

Individual Kick delight for thick 4/4 layers ! Full Kick control ! 

No-Kick 

Beats Relax and enjoy the show...Groove infusions and textures with 

no Kicks allowed! 
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Top Loops 

Drum whispers and percussive forces that can serve as the basis for new beats or instantly enhance the rhythmic energy of your tracks ! 

Full Music Loops 

Rich layered compositions - lavish mixes and ready to use arrangements! 

Bass Loops 

Booming , bouncy basslines with a deep underground vibe... 

Synth Loops 

Sequences , lusty synths and irresistible leads! 

Pads & Chords 

Warm Pads & Stabby Chords! 

Vox FX 

Inspirational processed vocals are the cherry on top of this cake! 

Special FX 

Impacts, White noise fx , Wooshes, Atmos , Crashes, Reverses & more..! 

Pro collection of Drum One-Shots There are over 1000 drum hits of Bass House delight including Kicks , Claps , Hats , Percussion and more ! 

WAV & REX / 100% Royalty-Free 

This sample pack offers all samples in WAV format and Loops are available as WAV & REX . All compatible with any major music production 

software , perfectly looped and 100% royalty-free !


